A total of 333 observations of the boundary of the polar access region for electrons (Ee > 530 key) provides a comprehensive map of the electron polar cap. The boundary of the electron polar cap, which should occur at the latitude separating open and closed field lines, is consistent with previously reported closed field line limits determined from trapped-particle data. The boundary, which is sharply defined, seems to occur at one of three discrete latitudes. Although the electron flux is generally uniform across the polar cap, a limited region of ster for penetrating particles. Since this telescope is mounted on the spacecraft so that the first 5580
Although numerous observations of proton fluxes at low polar altitudes have been reported and discussed, observations of electron fluxes in the polar regions have been reported much less frequently [Vampola, 1967 [Vampola, , 1969 [Vampola, , 1971 Vampola [1971] and Maseley et al. [1971] , the low rigidity of 300-key electrons makes them effective small-scale probes of the geomagnetic field. Vampola used 25 observations of the electron polar cap and the lower-latitude 'quasi-trapped' regions to define the boundary of the electron polar cap and show that this boundary is also the boundary of the open field line region as mapped on to the polar cap. Vampola extrapolated his observations to quiet geomagnetic times by using observations of the trapping limit for 300-key electrons.
The observations reported here significantly extend these previous results. We present a total of 333 observations of the electron polar-cap boundary 'that were obtained from 211 satellite polar passes during geomagnetically quiet times and therefore require no extrapolation. These data represent a mapping of the boundary between open and closed geomagnetic field lines that is more comprehensive than that previously available by an order of magnitude. These data are shown to be consistent with previous electron polar-cap observations and with the trap- precision with which the electron polar-cap boundary could be specified, the V3 rate was plotted on an expanded scale, as is shown in 
